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Summary 

Oil is vital to the working of the world economy.  It is produced by the very slow 

geological ‘cooking’ of the organic remains of microscopic marine organisms which lived 

millions of years ago.  It is therefore a finite resource.  It is extracted by drilling into 

sedimentary rocks where it has accumulated in the pore spaces in the rock.  Most 

favourable rock formations in the world have been thoroughly prospected and it is 

unlikely that any huge new oil provinces will be found in future.  Observation has shown 

that production from an oil producing province rises to a peak and then declines as oil 

becomes more difficult to extract from the reservoir rocks.  It is therefore inevitable that 

global production will also peak.  This is known as Peak Oil.  It refers to the peak in 

production rates, and not to the estimated size of the resource.  It is difficult to produce 

at high rates from unconventional oil sources, such as oil sands, which are usually 

mined and treated on an industrial scale.  Global oil discovery peaked in the nineteen 

sixties, and has been in decline since.  Many observers suggest that peak oil production 

is happening about now.  It will only be obvious in retrospect as accurate production 

figures are not always immediately available and many other factors can cause oil 

production to fall for a while.  Predictions of the consequences of peak oil vary.  Some 

have suggested that high oil prices will trigger investment in alternative sources of non-

fossil fuel energy.  Others have predicted an irreversible global economic collapse 

because the economy in many countries is highly dependent on imports of cheap oil, 

and recession will stifle investment in alternative energy sources.  There are large 

uncertainties over the timing and effects of peak oil, but we will probably soon 

experience its consequences.   

Conventional Oil 

Oil is a product of the very slow ‘cooking’ over millions of years of organic matter in 

sedimentary rocks.  In certain geological eras, microscopic marine organisms died and 

accumulated in large quantities on the ocean floor and, in the absence of oxygen, the 

organic carbon was preserved in the sediment.  This burial resulted in sufficient 

temperature and pressure to change the organic carbon into oil and natural gas which 

slowly migrated and became trapped in suitable porous reservoir rocks that are overlain 

by an impermeable cap rock.  

All major oil and gas fields so far discovered are associated with thick sedimentary 

deposits which lie on land or, if under the sea, close to the continents. Deep ocean 

floors are not likely to host oil deposits because the sediments are mostly too young and 

too thin to have had time for the organic carbon to have matured into oil, or the 

sediments contain too little organic carbon.  
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The presence of oil can be detected directly by drilling.  Alternatively, it can be inferred 

from knowledge of nearby wells and seismic surveys that show gas is present, or it can 

be deduced from regional considerations.  Most of the continental areas have been 

thoroughly explored so that only areas now at the limits of prospecting technology, such 

as the deep-water continental margins and the Arctic, remain relatively unexplored.  It is 

therefore unlikely that any new very large oil provinces remain to be discovered.   

The term ‘resource’ is used for the estimated total quantity of discovered oil in contrast 

to the term ‘reserves’ which is used to describe the part of a resource which it is 

possible to extract under defined technological and economic circumstances.  This 

means that the estimated size of reserves can increase if the cost of oil increases, or 

the cost of bringing it to the surface decreases, or if new technology enables a higher 

proportion of the resource to be brought to the surface.   

In 2009, the world’s proven oil reserves were estimated by various agencies to be 1342 

billion barrels (1 barrel = 35 Imperial gallons) although other independent authors 

suggested lower figures averaging 903 billion barrels.  Annual global consumption of oil 

was about 27 billion barrels.  

Unconventional Oil 

The above estimates relate to so-called conventional oil, that which flows, or is pumped, 

from wells which are sunk into sedimentary reservoirs.  Unconventional oil is a term 

used for other sources of oil or oil substitute which are not obtained as liquid oil from a 

borehole, but which may be converted into a liquid chemically similar to conventional 

crude oil or products formed from crude oil.  The most important sources are: oil shale; 

oil sands and heavy oil; oil synthesised from coal and natural gas; natural gas liquids 

(the heavier fractions which may be separated from the gas); and various products 

derived from plants.   

Shale oil is not really oil, but comprises a chemical known as kerogen contained within 

the very small pores of the shale.  It may be converted by heating to a liquid which may 

then be refined into oil products.  Heavy oils and oil from oil sands do not flow easily, 

but also must be heated to produce a useable product which is then mixed with 

conventional crude oil before refining.  The estimated size of the resource for each of 

these unconventional sources is perhaps two or three times the largest estimates for 

reserves of conventional crude oil.  Technical and economic factors mean that the 

actual amount of unconventional oil currently classifiable as reserves is likely to be only 

a small fraction of this, however.   

Coal and natural gas may also be converted using various industrial processes to form 

a synthetic crude oil.  Oil produced from coal has been important historically where 
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other sources of oil were restricted, such as in Germany in World War II and in South 

Africa during the apartheid era.  

Energy Return on Energy Invested (EROEI) 

The economic benefit from producing oil depends on how much higher the sale price is 

than the cost of producing the oil.  Similarly, the usable energy from a source of oil 

depends on the difference between the energy content of the oil and the energy input 

required for its production.  This is expressed as Energy Return on Energy Invested, or 

EROEI for short, the ratio of usable energy output to total energy input.  Thus an EROEI 

of 4:1 means 4 units of usable energy are produced for the expenditure of 1 unit.  For 

simplicity, this is often expressed as an EROEI of 4.   

Oil has been extracted on an ‘easiest first’ basis and, since the earliest days of oil 

production, the average EROEI of global oil production has steadily declined from 

perhaps 100 to between 11 and 18 for current conventional oil production as oil has 

become more difficult to extract.  Unconventional oil production has a much lower 

EROEI than this, and so the overall EROEI for oil will decline further as unconventional 

oil forms a higher proportion of total production.  Many analysts have stated that this 

increased energy input is likely to be an increasing drain on the productive economy.   

An increase in the fossil-fuel energy required for production of unconventional oil is also 

reflected in substantially higher total emissions of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide 

for each unit of oil produced, and this has obvious implications for global warming.   

Peak Oil 

Is there a threat to the global oil supply?  The term Peak Oil expresses the idea that 

there might be a limit to the rate at which oil can be produced, and that given that global 

reserves are finite, production will peak and then begin to decline.  The first discussion 

of the concept, if not the first use of the term, was by the American geologist M. K. 

Hubbert in 1956 who, based on his estimate of the size of US oil reserves, correctly 

predicted that US production would reach a maximum in 1970 and then decline.  A 

similar pattern of a peak and a decline in production has since been observed in many 

other countries.  At least 33 of the top 48 oil producing countries have already seen a 

production peak followed by a decline.   

The total production in an oil producing area is the sum of all the oil produced from 

individual wells.  Largest fields are produced first, followed by more numerous smaller 

fields.  When an oil field is exploited, production initially rises rapidly, followed by a more 

gradual decline.  This decline reflects the drop in reservoir pressure and hence declining 

oil flow rate.  The grand total of the production from large fields together with the later 
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developed, more numerous smaller ones gives the roughly symmetrical profile to a 

graph of the total production plotted against time.  It must be emphasised that peak oil is 

about the rate at which oil may be produced, not the size of the remaining reserves, 

which may be substantial.  However, peak production happens when about half the 

reserves have been produced.  Unconventional sources, although a potentially large 

resource, cannot easily or economically be produced at a rate which increases quickly 

enough to compensate for the decline in conventional oil production after peak oil.  

An obvious point is that oil can only be produced once it is discovered.  Hubbert 

observed that US discovery had peaked in the nineteen thirties and used this to predict 

that production would peak in 1970.  World discovery peaked in the nineteen sixties, so 

we should also expect a peak in global oil production some time soon.  Much evidence 

suggests that the peak might be about now.   

Many uncertainties surround the prediction of a peak in global oil production.  Figures 

which are quoted for total global production may include only crude oil or may also 

include liquid fractions from natural gas and oil from unconventional sources.   

It may be surprising to learn that there is no agreement on current global total oil 

reserves.  This is true particularly for many of the largest oil producers in the Middle 

East, members of OPEC (Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries), whose 

stated reserves are influenced by political factors.  In the past, OPEC limited its 

members’ oil production in line with their stated reserves.  This led to the claiming of 

reserve figures which were likely to be substantially inflated versions of reality.   

In addition, many economic factors influence current global oil production.  If there is 

strong demand for oil, the price rises and this can lead to production increases, with 

many marginally profitable fields becoming economically exploitable.  Similarly, 

economic recession can suppress demand and lower production.   

It is likely that the actual date of peak production will only be apparent some time after 

the event, when declining production has become obvious, and production figures have 

been verified.  However, many independent observers believe that peak oil is 

happening now.  The IEA (International Energy Agency) has recently stated that global 

production of conventional crude oil peaked at 70 million barrels per day in 2006.  The 

chief economist at the IEA, among others, has become increasingly alarmed about the 

imminent inability of global oil production to meet global demand.   

Potential Economic Impacts 

There has been much speculation about the impact peak oil will have on the global 

economy.  One assessment, which is  optimistic from a global economic (but not 
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environmental) perspective, is that sustained high oil prices will bring about a rapid 

increase in production from unconventional oil sources, thereby maintaining economic 

growth.  Another is that high oil prices will trigger a switch to alternative non-fossil fuel 

energy sources and a reduction of energy consumption.  A pessimistic economic 

assessment is that a series of unstable oscillations of the oil price will help to trigger an 

irreversible economic decline in the global economy.   

A problem for economically optimistic predictions is that a constant high oil price (in 

excess of US $90 a barrel) is needed to make production from unconventional oil 

sources economically viable.  Developed economies such as those of the US and 

Western Europe cannot tolerate oil prices at these levels without triggering economic 

recession, which would decrease energy prices, stifling investment in production of both 

conventional and unconventional oil.   

Similarly, a switch to alternative non-oil energy sources requires large capital 

investments.  Investment on the required scale becomes impossible when economies 

move into recession.   

A pessimistic prediction sees a succession of oil-price spikes, combined with 

supply/demand imbalances in other resources, leading to periods of global economic 

recession and an eventual irreversible collapse.  The collapse of investment would 

steepen the decline of oil production, and further accentuate the economic downward 

spiral.  It may not be clear, if this happens, what role oil supply is having because it will 

be obscured by other effects.   

Although irreversible economic collapse would have appalling social consequences, it 

would drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions and therefore lessen, or retard, the 

threat posed by global warming.   

There are large uncertainties concerning the timing and effects of peak oil, but it is 

probable that we will shortly experience those effects, whether or not we recognise their 

causes.   

 


